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Ann Brysbaert

Forces of the hands, forces of the lands. 
An awareness of people’s multi-tasking in the agrarian and 
economic landscape of the Late Bronze Age Argive Plain

Energy-spending is part of people’s every-day lives. 
This paper investigates how Late Bronze Age people in 
the Aegean achieved their daily tasks and building on 
a monumental scale while remaining resilient during 
crises around 1200 BCE. Energy-spending resides in 
active and pro-active strategies and shows the remarkable 
resilience of people during potentially adverse times. It 
seems though that, on the basis of currently available 
data, agricultural activities took centre stage over all 
other energy-spending tasks because of its sheer scale.

Energy, used in constructing past monumental building projects, refers to 
energy-spending as part of people’s every-day lives. In focusing on energy 
spent by humans and other animals in labouring in prehistoric times, 
this paper investigates how Late Bronze Age (LBA) people achieved their 
multiple daily tasks while remaining resilient during multiple crises around 
1200 BCE.1 Veritable building programmes took place since the fourteenth 
century BCE and resulted in awe-evoking citadels, burial monuments, 
waterworks, roads and bridges.2 These programmes must have mobilized 
substantial labour forces over sustained periods of time. Since agriculture 
and animal husbandry were the predominant subsistence strategies for most 
people in the Aegean LBA, such intensive and prolonged building efforts 
requiring a consistent amount of human and material resources, may have 
affected local economies profoundly. Some scholars have expressed the 
detrimental nature of mobilizing these work forces (resource exhaustion) to 
the sustainability of the socio- political structures toward c. 1200 BCE.3 The 
human impact on dwindling resources, and also climatic changes have been 
seen as contributors to the Mycenaean socio-political  collapse. Despite such 
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attempts to explain the Mycenaean LBA crises or even ‘collapse’ c. 1200 BC in 
these terms, the extremely complex nature of many impacting factors causing 
these societal upheavals is still poorly understood. Equally, the factors which 
caused the ‘collapse’ itself are hotly debated.4 The hypothesis that massive 
building programmes were detrimental to the LBA Mycenaean societies, 
who carried out the work, deserves thus to be revaluated even though it 
is likely that each region in the Aegean and beyond suffered case-specific 
internal features. Exactly because of the complex role that such building 
programmes may have played in the Mycenaean society, and specifically 
in the Argive Plain, it is essential to investigate several combined factors of 
this prehistoric crisis and the specific role of prolonged building as one of 
these potential factors.

The SETinSTONE project, held at the Faculty of Archaeology and directed 
by the author, assesses if and how monumental building activities in the 
LBA Argive Plain impacted on the political and socioeconomic structures 
of the Mycenaean polities in the period between 1600 and 1100 BCE, and 
how people responded to changes in these structures. An energetic approach 
to this question aids to understand how humans and their supportive 
resources could have achieved long-term and large-scale building alongside 
many other tasks in the thirteenth century BCE, and how multiple levels of 
mobility of people with their skills, knowledge, animals, and materials in 
their surroundings were part of these energy flows. Impressive constructions 
were carried out already since the fourteenth century BCE.5 But what were 
the minimum resource requirements? Did these deplete resources towards 
1200 BCE, and if so, to which degree? How did people within their short 
life span combine such work within the rhythm of other daily tasks?6 And 
which energy-saving strategies did they employ to cope with crises and 
work-pressure? Energy-spending here is found in active (producing) and 
pro-active (planning ahead) strategies and shows the remarkable resilience 
of people during potentially adverse times. Having combined the results of 
monumental building, domestic house building and pottery production 
for the entire region, on the one hand, with people’s agricultural activities, 
on the other, it becomes clear that the latter are far more labour-intensive 
despite the scale of the other production processes and practices studied 
here. Without having the final results yet on all production lines that people 
were involved in, it seems that the activities of building on several scales 
and pottery production combined cannot be seen as detrimental to society 
around 1200 BCE.
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Multiple methodologies

In approaching the building efforts, architectural energetics based on 
detailed chaînes opératoires is a useful measuring tool and calculates the 
expenditure of human and animal energy extracted from calculating the 
masses and volumes of building materials.7 These latter are used to calculate 
cost-estimates per construction task per material and are then combined 
with the invested labour time-units, expressed in person hours/days/years. 
Even at this level, such number generation reflects a social construct since 
energy is dependent on the living beings that carry out the work: skilled 
and unskilled people, and their well-cared for animals, and between whom 
there is a co-dependent relationship of trust: in strength, capacity, care, 
and guidance. While fairly new in the Aegean,8 the method knows wide 
applications in many other settings.9  

If we are prepared to see crafting in its widest sense, i.e. working with 
raw materials into making and shaping products, independent of scale, 
material and activity, cross-craft interactions10 are present everywhere and 
form nodes of energy flows that cross each other at multiple intersections, 
in processes of making at all possible levels. This notion resounds closely to 
Ingold’s taskscape11 as every task undertaken is done in relation to others – 
working together – within the community, and while people were looking 
after each other. These multiple energy flows touch on both the physical and 
social dimensions of making and being together in an aggregate of daily tasks 
to be done.12 Levels of physical energy input range from a child helping in 
collecting berries and branches in woodlands to a strong builder hoisting up 
full buckets of earth up a wall. Production processes are co-dependent and 
may result in knowledge and skill transfer and intersection through people’s 
daily experience-sharing. Many examples illustrate this: using animal-drawn 
sledges for threshing and for transporting large blocks; and terrace-making 
and road construction on slopes. These cross-over actions impacted socially 
and technically on each other and their productions, and the people involved 
in these cross-over tasks transmitted skills through generations (vertically) 
and to newcomers and peers (horizontally). 

Relative energy expenditure expresses, in a comparative way, the 
respective levels involved in both domestic house-building and monumental 
structures (see below). However, without at least a suggestion of the ranges 
of absolute figures it is impossible to understand the potential impact of 
such works beyond the individual and local levels. Domestic house building 
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obviously takes less effort per unit and the decision-making process of what 
to build, how big, with which materials, and where to take those from likely 
lies mostly with the household itself.13 Such work could probably also wait 
if more pressing issues need to be prioritized. We look at a very different 
scale when studying the Mycenaean building projects known from the 
thirteenth  century BCE. For this purpose, I briefly compare these with 
domestic structures from the Archaic and Classical period, known to be of 
roughly the same building style and materials for much of the pre-industrial 
era in the region. Additionally, since agricultural activities were crucial to 
sustain the mainly agrarian population of Late Bronze Age Argive Plain and 
farming is very seasonally tied to the land, energy spent for such activities 
are taken into account as well. Finally, a hint of work done by various craft 
communities are looked into. None of the mentioned spheres of practice 
(building, agriculture, crafting) can be calculated in an exhaustive fashion 
for this paper,14 but, so far, it has not even been suggested in energy terms 
that this was people’s daily reality, including that of children. All too often 
such tasks are studied separately creating useful but fragmented data while, 
in reality, people performed many embedded tasks. This is also attested in 
the limited but contemporary Mycenaean Linear B textual evidence that 
indicate the multiple jobs that many people seemed to have been involved 
in, quite similar as is also the case today. The energetics perspective helps 
to be aware of the socio-political and economic complexity present in the 
thirteenth century BCE, and to understand the accumulated crises (climate 
changes, war, resource depletion, famine, earthquakes and floods, breakdown 
of trade networks)15 in view of the dynamics of interconnected and embedded 
economies that played their role in this period.

Monumental building

 
A recent reassessment of existing published data has indicated that 
building the six largest monuments of the late 14th to 13th century 
BCE in the Argive plain would have taken together minimally 100 
people at least 17.6 years of constant building if they had been able to 
work all year round at a pace of 8 hours/day (Table 1). The considered 
monuments are the citadels of Tiryns, Mycenae and Midea, the dam 
at Tiryns, and the tholoi of Atreus  (figure 1) and Clytemnestra.  
While road building,17 tomb construction, and several less costly tasks 
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Figure 1. View of the tholos of Atreus at Mycenae: parts of the dromos and facade of the Stomion 
in frontal view. (Image: Ann Brysbaert)

 

Table 1. Working teams of people and oxen calculated per year for two or three full years, and relating to 
the volume and masses of materials needed to complete a construction as a whole. The grey cells refer to 
a standard set of calculations extracted from Brysbaert 2015 & 2013 (data adapted from *Cavanagh and 

Mee 1999 and updated with Harper 2016; †Loader 1998, app. 4 and updated with ‡Brysbaert 2015, 2013).16
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increase that figure when taken into account (site clearing, foundation 
digging, additional openings made/closed),18 building at this scale depended 
on a substantial proportion of the available human and animal energy 
resources, especially in absolute terms. While more than 100 people could 
have been at work simultaneously for specific periods (Table 1),19 other tasks 
needed to be performed as well for the builders to have access to food, tools, 
housing, and other basic needs. Building activities were thus likely spread 
out over the year when agricultural pressure was low (Table 2) if the builders 
were also the local farmers. Nakassis discussed wall-builders, an ‘all-builder’, 
and carpenters mentioned on the Linear B tablets. This could suggest a small 
specialised workforce in building (perhaps even moving around from place 
to place), for certain tasks but these would have locally also recruited large 
additional crews, likely among the local population, thus the farmers.20  It is 
precisely in relation to this wider context that calculated absolute cost figures 
gain their value beyond their obvious relative importance. What is meant 
here is that comparing cost figures (e.g. building a house takes less energy 
than building a fortification wall) has its value but only absolute cost figures 
provide how the work done and the energy spent was spread out over the 
year, over the amount of people, and is set in its archaeological context for 
further interpretation (see discussion and conclusion section).

Domestic house construction

In a study on Greek Classical and Hellenistic private houses in Attica, 
Pakkanen23 writes: ‘The total cost of a single storey house with a flat [clay 
waterproof] roof would have been approximately the same as an annual 
salary of a craftsman,24 so quite reasonable’. The costs are based on using 
mudbrick, timber and clay for flat waterproof roofs. Taken into account are 
the excavation of the foundations and a cistern, quarrying, transporting and 
constructing rubble foundations, stone threshold blocks and mudbrick walls, 
and the use of and construction with timber. This totalled to 350 person-
days (10 person-hours/day) for a plot and floor area of 240 m2, or c. 12 
person-hours/m2.  Houses of 50–100 m2, the most common house size range 
(one third) in Mycenaean domestic architecture at the well-studied site of 
Kalamianos,25 would have taken 600 or 1200 person-hours respectively, or 75 
or 150 person-days (Table 3) when taking into account eight hour working 
days26 to stay in line with the building day rates for the six monuments. 
Private housing could also be substantially larger and several are known 
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from Mycenae. A study on Archaic houses in southeast Sicily refers to 
similar house types and materials (stone, mudbrick, wood) as prehistoric 
houses and later Classical ones.27 An 8th c. BCE one room house of 12.25 
m2 from Syracuse would have taken 24 person-days + 30 oxen-days, thus 
taking at a converted rate of eight hours/day about 1.5 to 2 person-days/m2. 
This is slightly higher than Pakkanen’s rate but still similar when compared 
to monumental construction requirements.

Table 3 shows a rough split of the Argive Plain’s estimated population into 
4000 five-members-households,28 and how larger (100 m2) versus smaller  
houses (50 m2) may have been distributed in a ratio 1:3, and against their 
building costs expressed in person-days. Building a private house will have 
been achieved easily enough by two-four people29 who were likely family 
members and who spread this job among the moments free of agricultural 
labour (Table 2). Building is calculated for 365 days/year. Again, if 100 
people were building all year around on the domestic housing needed within 

Table 2. Life cycle calendar indicating which activities took place per month. Bold italic indicates most 
crucial task/period. *Harvest includes reaping, binding, drying, and transporting. †Crop processing 
includes threshing, winnowing, transporting sheaves, sieving, grinding, and storing. ‡Land management 
includes fallowing/crop rotating, mixed cropping, manuring, weeding and extending/improving (based on 
Hesiod Works and Days, 420; Forbes 1989; Halstead 2014; Fitzjohn 2013; Blitzer 1990; Koster 1977; Dahl 

and Hjort 1976). 22
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that century, they would be building for 20.6 years. The same agricultural 
calendar, however, would be dictating this work as well and make people 
spread out the construction work possibly over a full year period.30

Agricultural production

Table 4 shows the energy expenditure or labour cost rates and totals of the 
detailed chaîne opératoire of a mixed crop production needed to sustain a 
household. A slightly higher rate for a household is given here (from 800 to 
1000 kg of grain/household)33 to take the  cultivation of pulses into account. 
A balanced combination of both pulses and cereals sown on 1.5 ha for each 
would be done so strategically to maintain soil fertility,34 to lengthen harvest 
periods (from c. one to two months, see Table 2), and to spread the risk of 
crop failure of one or the other.35 When done small-scale, the more energy-
consuming pulse cultivation did not affect labour requirements badly. Pulse 
cultivation was more intensive in harvesting, but faster in threshing and 
when done in garden plots, regular watering was needed. Table 4 clearly 
shows that producing 3 ha worth of crops needed minimally two adults, 
while 5 ha required at least four adults and other less strong hands, when 
working eight hours each day of the year (although most farmers work 10 
hours/day on average).

Separate calculations of the energy spent in rearing animals is not 
included here because such figures would depend on which animals and how 
many people reared which is difficult to estimate.40 The individual cost of an 
animal can be determined and from time to time new animals would have 
to be bought to keep the existing pool healthy and to replace the slaughtered 
and dead ones. About 20 months-worth of wheat (half to 65-70% of his/her 
total food calories intake) or 150-200 kg/year is the cost of one adult slave 

Table 3. Cost of domestic house building for the Argive Plain households for an entire century.
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in Classical times41  and Table 5 relates these figures to the cost of several 
animals. When relating these figures to the 800 kg/person/year on emmer 
consumption42  and 2 adults would consume c. 180 kg/person and the elder/
children c. 147 kg/person, the animal cost figures can be put in perspective: 
e.g. the cost of buying 10 goats equals feeding one child or elder for the 
year with cereals at the lowest rate of 150 kg/year. Finally, also Table 2, the 
calendar, shows that rearing animals is prominently present throughout the 
year and that especially lambing, calving, milking the young animals, and 
processing the milk is time-consuming and time-sensitive. Herding animals 
in the mountains will also take people away from the farm although children 
have been known to do such work, at least for the day. 

Table 4. Agricultural tasks for crop rearing including rates for production and preparation for 
consumption, labour cost rates, and labour efforts/task, with totals. Adapted from Halstead (2014, table 

4.1). 3 ha of cultivated land as the minimal need of a 5 member household,39 5 ha as plot size to start 
using draft animals.
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Material culture production: the case of pottery-making

A picture of energy-spending cannot be complete without inquiring into 
people’s need for metal and non-metal tools and weapons, pottery for daily 
and other practices, wood for fuel, clothing, cosmetic, aromatic and other 
decorative production lines such as those based on military, social, and 
religious activities and practices.45 The Linear B tablets with their constraints 
in time and space illustrate the diversification of the tasks carried out in the 
LBA Aegean by multiple people sometimes active in multiple jobs.46 Nakassis 
recognized a significant overlap between the personal names of metal smiths 
and the names of herders which can only be interpreted as several of them 
having multiple job responsibilities towards the palaces.47 He also asserts 
that some individuals also may have had a patchwork of tasks beyond the 
palatial economic sphere too.48 This illustrates a high level of mobility of many 
artisans and crafters and this also has implications for their remuneration: 
a travelling potter or metal worker may not feel that payment in barley is 
very useful when moving frequently. More to the point is trying to measure 
potters’ energy expenditure in making the pots49 either by travelling artisans, 
those in fixed workshops, or done within the household. In order to get the 
overall picture, it is necessary to generalize the principal factors. I assume one 
kiln of 1 m2 diameter x 1 m in height,50 and this determines the amount of 
work needed to fill it up for one firing of undecorated, wheel-turned small, 
medium and large-sized51 vessels which optimized kiln capacity in line with 

Table 5. Animal cost related to the cost of a slave in Classical times; pig figures were not available (based 

on Gallant 1991: table 4.2)44
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calculating minimum costs. The entire operation, from clay preparation to 
throwing, shaping, loading, firing and removing from kiln, from the cold 
kiln, over firing, and back to cooling for removal of item, took a full day 
with a team of five52 and would have produced a range of vessels totaling 
to possibly 50 mixed items/kiln load.53 This assumes that the kiln, all raw 
materials, fuel, water, and tools are all present. Potting likely was not a time-
critical or a full-time activity, and each worker could do other tasks in and 
beyond the workshop. Crucial to know, though, is how many vessels are 
consumed per household of average means. Pottery production likely took 
place in the summer months to allow for drying the clay before firing.54  
Next to the incomplete number of 37 vessels in the small House III of the 
Panagia Houses (Mycenae), Whitelaw55 estimates 50-100 vessels per lower 
income household of which some pithoi remaining in long-term use. For 
the Argive Plain with its estimated 4,000 households (see above), between 
200,000 or 400,000 pots would have been consumed annually in the region. 
Table 6 brings all data together and shows that if pottery making was indeed 
executed full-time in workshops but limited by the 6 drier months of the 
year, a doubling of the final numbers, especially if a household had up to 100 
vessels, would be needed. If people thus had closer to 100 pots/household, 
44 full-time workshops would be needed and 182 days/year (six months).

Table 6. Yearly cost of pottery needs for the estimated households of the Argive Plain. Based on 

Whitelaw (2001) and Acton (2014).56  *Refers only to the potter (see Whitelaw 2001). Acton suggests 

5 people/workshop.57
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Discussion and Conclusion

(1) Physically active and pro-active strategies of energy-expenditure

Based on the above preliminary labour calculations, if the work was divided 
equally throughout the 13th century BCE, in a typical year, a minimum of 
9000 adults would have been needed full-time, at least for two thirds of the 
year in agriculture, approximately 40 persons would have been needed full-
time in construction, including for the construction of both monumental 
buildings and houses (at 365 days/year), and 55 to 110 persons in pottery 
making (at 365 days/year). Additional workforce would have been needed 
for weaving, collecting firewood, smithing, tomb building, tool making, 
and any other craft activity. As we see, even based on this summary, the 
importance of all other activities is overshadowed by the labour requirements 
of agriculture, which, however, need to produce enough surplus to provide 
for carrying out the other tasks. Under stable conditions, an adult workforce 
of c. 6,000–10,00058 , of which half are male and the other half female, would 
have just managed the agricultural work and some of these would work in 
different jobs for part of the year. Having taken here the available adults of the 
Argive Plain together suggests a model of one central authority (Mycenae), 
who created and maintained alliances with less powerful citadels (Tiryns and 
Midea) and who centralized available resources (here labour force), although 
creating and maintaining alliances signifies both power and fragility in the 
bonds created.59 This stands in contrast to a situation in which each citadel 
would be more independent, and thus have access to a more limited pool of 
people to carry out these series of large-scale building works. It should be 
clear from the above that people had to work together on these monuments 
to make them happen while also looking after each other for food, housing, 
clothing and many other material needs. Pooling people and efforts from 
among all citadels thus seem to be the only way that this can be achieved 
and this needs a central organisation in charge. 

Based on Abrams and Bolland’s spreadsheet model,60 the life cycle calendar 
(Table 2), however, clearly marks out that there was very little idle time and 
that the crucial agricultural tasks of tilling/ploughing and sowing, harvesting, 
and processing/storing of crops ideally took precedence over all others. This 
is unsurprising if agriculture is people’s main means of subsistence and if 
they had to balance their energy expenditures carefully, based on seasonal 
requirements for all to survive, especially when faced with bad harvests (see 
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below). All other labour-intensive activities should be, ideally, fitted around 
the seasonally-bound agricultural cycle, to avoid neglect or lack of available 
hands. Workers themselves likely kept a mental calendar to know when to 
call on additional hands, and it will have aided in planning and organizing 
large-scale and long-term jobs.61 Understanding energy expenditure from 
this perspective suggests large levels of responsibility and pro-activeness in 
the hands of the farmers and workers rather than allowing the elites to rule 
the scene at all times (further discussed below). The Argive Plain societies 
had already shown remarkable resilience in rapidly changing conditions 
and their adaptive skills were remarkable. Tiryns Lower Town did not suffer 
catastrophic flash floods, as once believed,62 but regular ones over long periods 
of time, leading to the construction of a dam around c. 1220 BCE to solve 
their problem.63 Mycenae, Tiryns and Midea citadels experienced devastating 
earthquakes c. 1300 BCE, but both Mycenae and Tiryns actually expanded 
(in LH IIIB2) in terms of buildings and craft activities;64 fires were regular 
events, but these did not result in people changing their usual activities.65 It is 
therefore unlikely that earthquakes alone would have brought an end to these 
strongholds c. 1200 BCE66 and certainly not to entire Mycenaean polities. 

Both Manning and McHugh67 see the peasants and their farmsteads at 
the bottom of the food chain as the crucial group of influence, a conclusion 
also reached in this paper. Harvests were regularly prone to a single bad year 
in a period of 100 years. However, two crop failures after each other would 
be disastrous while this was a rare phenomenon.68 It is also clear from both 
archaeological and ethnographic accounts that food storage strategies could 
handle 1-2 years of surplus to cover for bad harvests.69 In times of trouble, 
the problems would move up the chain when several bad harvests, ranging 
from mild food shortage to famine, could cause unrest.70 Within this group, 
households make crucial decisions: crop selections, labour scheduling, and 
disposal of final produce.71 By taking birth, death and marriage factors into 
account, a household becomes a totally dynamic and social affair and these 
constant changes strongly affect both the family’s economic and their labour 
potential over time. Moreover, “simply stating that the average farm was on 
the order of 4 to 6 hectares does not go far enough because it omits the fact 
that land-holdings, like the household itself, do not remain static over time”.72  
The Linear B evidence suggests diversity in land tenure as well,73 so plot sizes 
may have varied over time and may have been established and adapted from 
pre-palatial systems.74 This seems to support Gallant’s changing household 
structure:75 land fragmentation upon inheritance and dowry divisions 
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seems a logical and useful strategy against the effects of bad harvests. Also 
Osborne recognized this pro-active strategy in Classical times.76 While land 
fragmentation may been caused initially by inheritance or selling off, it did 
distribute risks better than when all was based in the same region when it 
would be affected by unfavourable circumstances. Investigating how people 
faired towards 1200 BCE would need to be researched at a household level; 
data to study the Mycenaean past is naturally lacking, but ethnographic data 
is revealing when used cautiously. 

Greek pre-industrial farmers tried to overproduce on average for a 
second year in case one year’s worth of grain would not suffice.77 People 
thus employed practical strategies to protect themselves against a single bad 
harvest. Storing dehusked grain would cause issues with vermin and moulds 
so it was ground into flour. Storing grain two or three years underground was 
possible when covered well, but the length of storage increased risks with 
high humidity.78 The frequency with which people would have suffered due 
to crop failure would have depended (1) on their capacity to store enough 
for long enough, (2) on their ability to distribute foodstuffs where needed, 
and (3) on their willingness to eat the crops that grew best in their region.79  
Studying storage capacities that would have allowed for at least one to two 
extra years of supplies entails the knowledge of how many people lived in a 
specific place where storage containers were preserved. Until recently, grain 
and other dry food stuffs have been stored in woven sacks, baskets, wooden 
chests, heaped on the ground, or sank in pits dug in soft marl under houses.80  
The pits aside, such organic containers would not easily be recognized in 
LBA houses thus skewing the picture of what could have been stored in any 
given household or palatial store. Greek farmers who stored for two years 
would have needed about 2-3 tons of naked grain while Cretan households 
held about 2200 litres of storage for all their food stuffs to foresee them in 
subsistence for one, maximum two, years.81  

When a household needed extra hands, neighbouring people pooled 
efforts in alteration at crucial peak times. The fit adult males and females 
would conduct the most strenuous tasks such as hand tilling, reaping, 
threshing and winnowing. The elderly and children would sieve after 
threshing. Adolescents and many women would follow the plough to pick 
weeds and break up soil clods, and helped in heavier tasks as apprentices. 
When, during harvest, every hand was needed, one in three women may 
have cooked for several households, freeing the others up for the fields. The 
heavier tasks would have been made easier by the use of animals provided 
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there was sufficient land (see below). Such collaborative practices are again 
practical coping mechanisms for periods with serious time constraints such 
as harvesting times.82  
Subsistence disruptions can also be caused by human activity with or without 
the aid of nature. This is important for us in considering the LBA relations 
between those that were building long-term and large-scale, and those that 
were farming. According to Garnsey83 ‘frequency and severity of subsistence 
crises will vary with the incidence of imperialism, war, piracy, civil strife and 
the economic and non-economic heavy exploitation of labour, producers and 
consumers by the powerful’,84  respecting that the seasonal cycle is crucial to 
both building and agricultural activities in avoiding crop failure by employing 
the human workforce at the wrong times for the wrong jobs.

(2) Social strategies of energy-expenditure

Energy-spending is not just a physical process but also socially and 
symbolically-laden one. It is not only the amount of energy spent in labour 
that has social connotations, but equally the way it is spent, and this becomes 
the measure for inequality as amply indicated in discussing the ownership 
of draft animals.85 A poor farmer who had to supplement the household 
income by working on someone else’s land had lower social status than those 
spending the same amount of time and energy on harvesting with oxen that 
they could afford.86 Halstead sees a similar inequality in the hierarchical value 
attached to barley (for the poor)87 and the same is applicable to social storage 
strategies in which food surplus is converted through formalized exchange 
networks into durable tokens and social obligations that can be reconverted 
into food in times of shortage.88 Intra-corporeal storage, finally,  ensures that 
body fat can remain at a healthy level, and well-fed animals can be converted 
to meals in lean times,89 again favouring those who owned animals. For their 
grain harvest, Linear B evidence from Pylos suggests that its Mycenaean 
palace depended on their collaboration with the dāmos  in many interesting 
ways: the palaces provided oxen for grain tillage and harvest collection while 
the dāmos provided the manual labour as they owned substantial lands 
themselves.90 As such, there was a clear understanding of harvest division. 
Similar arguments were made for the citadel building processes in Tiryns91  
that supports the conclusions reached here: building and agriculture were 
strongly bound up within the palace- dāmos relations in which the palace 
depended on the dāmos for their labour needs. Moreover, if the palaces were 
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strategic in their conduct of their day-to-day business in working closely 
together with the dāmos for their labour in harvesting, it seems logical that 
they would do the same for the labour needed for building. There is, however, 
no evidence in any direction whether the palace administration was strategic 
about it. Would it, therefore, be far-fetched that unequal labour access and 
potential unequal harvest divisions (through growing taxation?)92 may have 
formed a bone of contention between the parties? Perhaps the dāmos as a 
whole was, at some point, no longer interested in providing the labour to the 
ever demanding palatial elites and resorted to halting both the large-scale 
building and land-working with palace oxen for a more small-scale land 
cultivation by hand and their own cattle, and to diversifying their crops more. 
Hypothetically, the pre-existing dāmos could have come out of this struggle as 
the stronger party and may have even led revolts against the central authority 
if needed. After the dissolution of the palace administration, people could 
have returned to their agricultural and artisanal tasks once more but without 
additional strain on their energetic capacities.  

Our expanding knowledge about the periods after the LBA crises shows 
that the settlement areas linked to the former palaces were not immediately 
reduced in size or ceased to exist.93 Midea showed signs of cultural continuity 
in the LH IIIB and IIIC ceramics found near the megaron, on the lower 
terraces where walls were reused or repaired, and people just returned.94  
Certain activities at these centres indicate continuity: religious activities, 
repairs within the fortifications and building within the citadels and beyond, 
building on top and in the megara themselves, while others did decline 
drastically, both settlements and cemeteries,95 so people likely moved away. 
In order to survive, people need both energy and knowledge about how to 
consume and preserve these. Creative adaptations to restraining factors must 
have affected several socioeconomic and political groups differently even in 
single contexts.96 Demise and crisis can be devastating for some people but 
may have simultaneously created opportunities for others. For example, the 
dāmos may have reclaimed its former pre-palatial status and perhaps this 
was combined with the status of the older religious sector too,97 or political 
alliances with neighbouring citadels were falling apart and these were then 
reclaiming their own labour resources.  

Growing social complexity as a strategy to achieve potential for continuous 
successful problem-solving can thus require high costs in energy, resources 
and time.98 The logistics and carrying out of monumental building and large-
scale agricultural undertakings for the palaces form good examples. While 
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social complexity is fundamentally linked to sustainability, it can enhance 
but also undermine it when demands on energy-input are too high, because 
this relationship is not constant or direct. In times of crises when societal 
survival is at stake, costly problem-solving tactics may no longer be wanted or 
possible. In such times, expensive tactics for sustainability may temporarily be 
abandoned and replaced by people’s creative actions and resiliency to adverse 
conditions such as resource depletion. Less complex ways of life (abandoning 
monumental construction) may offer a less costly survival strategy for most 
people, irrespective of whether the socioeconomic and political structures, 
of which they are part, survive or not.99  

The architectural and material production tasks carried out in the region 
(Tables 1, 3-6) eventually had to take back stage to agricultural work, since it 
would have been economic suicide to act otherwise. Whether it did, however, 
is unclear. Final figures are not yet available but multitasking on the scale 
briefly and incompletely presented here for the Argive Plain must have had 
some impact on day-to-day life for perhaps a part of the population, the 
poorer ones, whether living in the lower towns of the respective citadels, or 
further afield in the fertile plateau of Berbati, Limnes, Stefani, Kephalari, and 
Nemea. The impact of the building programmes within all these tasks is far 
from obvious at this stage but any further attempt to build a general narrative 
for a ‘monolithic Mycenaean society’ and its collapse can no longer be tenable.
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